FREE PROJECT SHEET  DOORSTOP  DIMENSIONS  3.5” X 3.5” X 6” (+HANDLE)
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1. **HANDLE** Fold in half along length, wrong sides together and press. Unfold and fold in edges to meet center crease. Then fold in half again. Topstitch along both sides of handle. [Fig 1]

2. **TOP (LOOP SIDE)** along a 4" edge fold ¼" under to wrong side and press. Lay the loop side velcro over the raw edge centered from side to side and ¼" from the pressed edge. Stitch on all sides. [Fig 2a]

3. **TOP (HOOK SIDE)** along a 4" edge, create a ¼" hem. Lay the hook velcro on right side of fabric centered from side to side and ¼" from the finished edge. Stitch on all sides. [Fig 2b]

4. **FINISH TOP** attach the two pieces of velcro and trim both ends until the whole piece measures 4" x 4". [Fig 2c]

5. **SIDES** Sew all 4 side rectangles together along the long edges. [Fig 3a]

6. **BODY** Pin and baste the 4" x 4" square to the bottom edge and stitch carefully around the circumference, keeping corners tidy. [Fig 3b]

7. Pin and baste **HANDLE** to top edges, centered on either side, tucking it inside body. [Fig 3c]

8. Pin and baste the **TOP** to the sides. Velcro should not meet the handle. Stitch around circumference, keeping corners tidy. [Fig 3d]

5. **FILL** Turn inside out, insert a produce bag and funnel in the rice until filled. Tie off bag and seal velcro.